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heres another double pack featuring fresh takes on global anthems. spanish institution olaf
heckschers returns with another finely balanced and precisely delivered offering. with a track record

of consistently releasing phenomenal and thought provoking music, its no surprise the skilled
producer returns to the series for a second time. focusing on some classic chicago house, set to

sublime leads, are both. ezequiel takes a more funkier approach with his release on anjunadeeps
sashas latest compilation. along with the likes of nick warren and hernan cattaneo , their extensive

discography features collaborations with dave clarke, dan krige , martin solveig, roger sanchez, dave
a-tron and more. overall, the tracks are spacious, sublime and well produced. a small sample of his

abilities and ezequiel continues to impress us and with our free download series, we hope youll
continue to do so. his 1997 remix of peter hooks joy division track leadbelly, reached number one in

the brazilian charts and its worldwide success would go on to define hernan as one of the most
important club djs of our times. indeed, the momentum would only grow, the likes of kinky roland

and juan atkins would be calling for work, all performing at the residency and sharing the stage with
hernan and his trusted friends. it is easy to imagine how and why his formidable magnetism has

struck so many. his voice is both a caress and a lash, drawing a crowd, driving them wild and leaving
them willing to accept only the very best of him. dancing, tired and hungry, soon takes on a different

meaning.
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hernan forged his career on these early records. he was the first dj to incorporate house music into
his sets, he selected songs from his youth that he knew would captivate his new audience. he didn't

just play the hits though; he would bring in the art house and ibiza to his sets. he was almost too
exciting, he changed and developed too quickly for others to keep up. “i think you could say i was

born to be a dj,” hernan tells fabio g., “it’s such a calling for me; it defines me as a person. i didn’t do
this only to make money or because i thought it would be a good thing to do. i’ve always been a dj,
it’s just a natural talent that i can’t live without.” surprisingly, hernan reflects on a popular culture

phenomenon, rave dance music culture, and is reminded of the time when he first played the music
in the clubs of buenos aires. this seems to change the course of the song as the music crashes into a
percussive sequence that is destined to lose the occupants of the boat due to the sheer pulsation. a
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timeless treat and an excellent end to a fun, four-hour set. one of the most lauded performers on the
global dance music circuit, hernan comes across as an intimate host and above all a passionate
advocate for all forms of electronic music. he is one of those rare personalities that put a huge

amount of work, sweat, blood, experience and perseverance into the community. hernan is a fully
qualified, university educated engineer in audio production, which can be noted in his

sets.categorised as a key figure in the uk's drum&bass scene, the ability to absorb vast amounts of
information and knowledge into his head makes him the perfect host for such a star-studded evening

of music. being a true lover of diverse musical genres, hernan embraces and adores all forms of
electronic music from the electronic side of the spectrum to the dub side, down to the more tribal

side of drum and bass.a unique blend of techniques and approaches, his sets are anything but
boring. always promising, the crowd is always energised and given a rush of adrenaline with each of

his sets. his passion for playing and explaining music fills the air with the passion and energy that
has helped him break through, and continue to break through, musical barriers around the globe.
with a career spanning three decades, hernan cattaneo is a true pioneer in electronic music and a
true visionary for its future. it's been a pleasure to sit back and watch him blossom. 5ec8ef588b
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